Known unknowns? (aka: legal issues ahead)
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“It’s the economy, Stupid!”
“ … the most
urgent task facing
this coalition is to
tackle our record
debts, because
without sound
finances, none of
our ambitions will
be deliverable …
Tackling the deficit
is essential …”
Coalition Agreement
May 2010

Indexed GDP in post-war UK recessions
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Relevant legislation & reforms arising from this?









“Review of Civil Litigation Costs” (aka: Jackson), leading to
Legal Aid, Sentencing & Punishment of Offenders Act 2012
“Solving Disputes in the County Court”
Damages Act 1996: The Discount Rate - how should it be
set?
Health and Safety legislation & regulations
Fee For Intervention
Law Commission reform of insurance contract law?

“Jackson” review and “Solving Disputes”
“Review of Civil Litigation Costs” (aka Jackson)








“a coherent package of interlocking reforms, designed to control costs”
the main no win, no fee reforms are found in part 2 LASPO Act 2012
implementation from 1st April 2013 – not retrospective (?)
mesothelioma claims temporarily exempted (i.e. additional liabilities
still recoverable)
remember the ban on referral fees
need for clarity on the non-legislative aspects of the changes?

“Solving Disputes” (RTA scheme extension)








political angle – speaks to compensation culture – on Prime Minister’s
agenda & part of Downing St insurance summits Feb and May 2012
MoJ consulted on some procedural & costs detail late spring 2012
but details of EL & PL extension up to £25,000 not at all clear
staged fixed costs likely to be lowered (ban on referrals)
implementation also for April 2013 - ambitious?
what of new Ministers’ priorities?

Primary legislation - LASPO Act 2012

repeal of recoverability of CFA uplifts

repeal of recoverability of ATE premiums (& TU)

contingency fees (DBAs)

ban on referral fees

part 36 additional sanction at 10% (enabling)
Other measures (non legislative)
10% increase in general damages

Qualified One-way Costs Shifting (QOCS)

new proportionality test

fixed costs across the fast track …


minus

success fees no longer paid plus ATE premiums no longer paid
(10% general damages uplift plus winning costs foregone under QOCS)
=?

stage 1
£400
plus 12.5%

RTA claim

RTAs with complicating factors excluded – MIB untraced, either party
deceased, either party protected, claimant bankrupt
EL & PL claims also excluded

£1k - £10k
electronic notification
of signed claim form

claims with PSLA <£1k, or PSLA plus associated specials >£10k are excluded
vehicle damage and credit hire are excluded from the £1k - £10k valuation

* 15 business days to admit (30 for MIB uninsured)

liability*
deny or allege contrib (other than seat belts) or no reply, or late
(need to give reasons if denying in full or part or if alleging contrib)

admit

stage 2

claim is
outside of
or escapes
from new
process –
and it will
not re-enter

* stage 2 settlement pack & offer within 15 days of claimant agreeing medical report

£800
plus 12.5%

claimant
offer*
accept

insurer raises causation or fraud on sight of medical report

* 15 days

counter
offer*

* 20 days

stage 3 settlement pack to judge,
no further evidence here (usually)

negotiations*
part 36 applies

stage 3

accept

agree

£250 (paper) or
£500 (oral)
plus 100%

hearing
on paper
(presumed)

claim settled by parties

oral hearing

quantum resolved by DJ

So what are some of the main practical challenges here?













Cutting current RTA costs as a knock-on
from the referral fee ban. How? When? On
what evidential basis?
Do case numbers justify going from
£10,000 - £25,000 in motor claims?
Are disease claims included or excluded?
What will be the prescribed time for
admitting liability at stage 1 in EL and or
PL claims?
Should there be different stage 1 costs by
type of case? (RTA, EL, PL)
Resource implications of admitting EL &
PL quickly? Can defendants really
achieve better compliance?
Anticipating spikes in claims notifications
just before the reforms come in, as
claimants seek to secure costs on the
present basis.











Should costs at stages 2 and 3 be the same for
any type of claim? Isn’t the work done valuing
and negotiating a liability-admitted injury claim is
the same regardless of type?
The absence of ‘predictable’ costs for EL and
PL claims. Extending the RTA scheme may
capture a high % of EL and PL cases, but
there is nothing between scheme costs and
unrestricted hourly rates.
How to deal with e.g. contributory negligence,
breach, causation etc in EL & PL claims? These
issues are not relevant to the same extent in
motor claims.
Existence of ELTO may facilitate development
of a claims portal, but many in the market are
very cautious. And what of PL?
Where are any broader proposals to review
guideline hourly rates more systematically?

Re(setting) the discount rate
… the discount rate is the rate of return to be
expected from the investment of a lump sum award of
damages for future loss. The methodology to be used
in setting the rate will, in effect, define the types of
investments by reference to whose yields, subject to
appropriate adjustments, the discount rate is to be set
…Two broad options are considered: (a) to use an
ILGS-based methodology … and (b) to move from
an ILGS based calculation to one based on a
mixed portfolio of appropriate investments …
MoJ consultation paper 12/2012, 1 August 2012



but this current CP 12/2102 is only part 1 of 2 and
“You may also be interested to know that the Ministry of Justice intends
to issue a separate consultation in the autumn to review the present
legal basis for the setting of the rate in England and Wales and to seek
views on whether the restrictions imposed by the present law on
the factors that can be taken into account in the setting of the rate are
still appropriate.”
MoJ’s covering e-mail to stakeholders dated 1st August 2012,
subsequently confirmed in a WMS on 4th September 2012

Some more known unknowns



Safety Health and Environment
Law Commission consultation on business insurance

In the beginning ...

and Young begat …

HSE: known knowns and unknowns

HSE: unknown unknowns

Law Commission





Consultation ends - 26 September 2012
Report and draft Bill - end of 2013
Election - 2015

Conclusion: Rumsfeld returns?
“ …there are also unknown unknowns - the ones we don't know we don't know …”

knowns

unknowns

… but what else don’t we know we don’t know?
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